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Topic suggested by Martin Turner Final

Please use link above to see additional 

requirements/purpose of each proposed photo 

suggestion.

Suggesters Submitters

1 The Moon Martin Turner DGSCHULTZ, dohearne, jgould2, 

pdekman

2 People at a party done right Martin Turner

3 News shot that gets used by a newspaper Martin Turner

4 Off camera flash Martin Turner

5 (Image(s) resulting from ) Carrying a tripod over 

rough ground to get a landscape at dawn

Martin Turner mvsoske

6 Photographing a creature in its natural habitat briantilley dm1dave, mvsoske

7 A fast-moving sport briantilley rosalinda

8 Take a picture from an airplane (hot air balloon, tall 

bldg)

w0gm w0gm

9 A change of position and perspective mfphoto1 MotoMannequin

10 Harsh lighting to high contrast mfphoto1

11 Sunrise/sunset over an ocean, lake, or pond grizzly200

12 A large event - Birthday party, Baby shower, 

Graduation, Wedding, etc.

therrien

13 A night shot at base ISO blw

14 The shot you had to literally crawl on the ground to 

get

blw dm1dave, olivierrychner

15 The shot that used flash - but nobody could tell blw

16 The shot that looks much better in B&W than in blw ZoneV, rosalinda

17 A long exposure in daylight olivierrychner

18 A portrait of a loved one olivierrychner

19 Same place in every season - Spring olivierrychner

20 Same place in every season - Summer olivierrychner

21 Same place in every season - Fall olivierrychner

22 Same place in every season - Winter olivierrychner

23 A shot with a prime lens to learn composition 

without the benefit of using a zoom lens (no 

spanglerokapi olivierrychner

24 A self portrait RockyIII Martin, hujiie

25 Against the light (facing the sun) Motomannequin MotoMannequin, kennoll

26 Above eye level Motomannequin

27 Bird in flight Motomannequin dm1dave

28 Near - Far perspective avm247

29 Your dinner sfysh

Part 1: " The 100 Photos Everyone Should Take…"

Part 2: "Call for Images"
http://www.nikonians.org/forums/dcboard.php?az=show_topic&forum=190&topic_id=83375#83740
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30 Goods in a shop window or fish in a pond, without 

reflection

sfysh

31 An abstract rectangularimage

32 Your cat, if you have one (or another pet) rectangularimage eadav, massulo, pdekman

33 Water in motion psw90049 mvsoske, massulo

34 Clouds psw90049

35 A silhouette pdekman dm1dave

36 A water droplet splash pdekman pdekman

37 A copy of a document, preferably one that should 

be flat but isn't; sharp from corner to corner, no 

shadows or reflections, with coffee stains 

Antero52

38 A portrait of a child who doesn't obey instructions Antero52

39 A portrait of an aging woman, who is not yet past 

caring about how she looks in pictures

Antero52

40 A nude model Motomannequin

41 An astronomical event (eclipse, meteor shower, 

transit, etc.)

Motomannequin DeanAZ

42 The Milky Way Motomannequin

43 Cityscapes from a helicopter (or tall building) HBB

44 Law enforcement in staged tactical scenarios at 

night, with moving vehicles, K9 handlers and dogs, 

etc. Firefighters in their work place; fireboats

HBB

45 Something whimsical HBB

46 Bug on a flower!!! CaptainYooh

47 The bed of a river, via a polarising filter Martin Turner

48 A waterfall ZoneV olivierrychner, MotoMannequin

49 Fireworks ZoneV

50 Friend, relative, grandparent, significant other ZoneV

51 Self portrait (see #24) ZoneV

52 A portrait of someone famous (could be a  local 

celebrity)

ZoneV rosalinda

53 A whale breeching (or fish jumping) ZoneV

54 Blurred action shot rectangularimage

55 A digital composition (in Photoshop or similar) 

conceived as such from the start - ie, you plan the 

shot from the outset, then go and shoot the images, 

and finish it in Photoshop as planned

Martin Turner

56 Manual everything including exposure, WB, and 

especially focus

Cavy2 Cavy2

57 Selective focus jrp dm1dave

58 A portrait of a newborn child jrp

59 Glassware and metal objects as products with off-

camera lighting

hujiie hujiie

60 Candid shots of women interacting with their Clyde57

61 Store front/through a window (without reflections) 

(see #30)

avm247

62 An Aquarium avm247



63 A common scene you see often and turn it into 

something exciting (?) or photographically 

Clint S

64 A still life of your choosing, fruit, glasses, bottles, Clint S

65 The joy of being a kid Clint S

66 View from a very high mountain, 12,000 + feet Clint S

67 WWII aircraft Clint S dm1dave, kennoll

68 A bicyclist Clint S

69 A moving race car Clint S

70 A static car Clint S

71 Night shot of a building or cityscape jordivb dm1dave, DGSCHULTZ

72 Clouds against a blue sky avm247

73 Weather avm247

74 Studio portrait with one light, and a reflector (could 

be a speed light for the key light)

Martin Turner

75 Studio portrait with two lights, and a reflector Martin Turner

76 Studio portrait with three lights (key, fill, Martin Turner

77 Studio portrait with four lights (key, fill, 

background, hair)

Martin Turner

78 Outdoor portrait using only reflectors as light 

modifiers where you would otherwise use flash

Martin Turner

79 An airplanes approach to landing in late aftrnoon, 

early evening, sunlit, with lights on

kennoll kennoll

80 A teddy bear Cookies35

81 Two teddy bears Cookies35

82 Three teddy bears Cookies35

83 As many teddy bears as are in your immediate Cookies35

84 As many teddy bears, stuffed animals, and/or dolls 

as necessary as to equal the number of folks in your 

extended family likely to be gathered at one event

Cookies35

85 A series with a lens or serious piece of non-body kit 

that you have borrowed

Cookies35

86 A series with a lens that you have rented or Cookies35

87 A masterpiece of a product shot Cookies35

88 String (is that the right verb?) for a newspaper Cookies35

89 (an expansion to #26) a series of people taken from 

the top of a ladder/half-way up a flight of stairs

Cookies35

90 A shot in which you use a wide-angle lens for the 

explicit purpose of getting in context while shooting 

something close to you

Cookies35 pdekman

91 A shot in which you use a telephoto lens for the 

explicit purpose of collapsing distance

Cookies35 MotoMannequin

92 A play/concert/performance on a stage, in which no-

one you know or love is performing

Cookies35

93 A brick wall, to test your lens jordivb

94 Predator with prey (live/barely live prey) Motomannequin dm1dave

95 Macro shot with extension tubes, bellows (or 

reversal ring)

Martin Turner



96 Tilt/shift shot by some means (bellows, Lensbaby, 

tilt/shift lens

Martin Turner

97 Group shot of more than 50 people (local high 

school game attendees, co-workers, family, etc.)

Martin Turner

98 Rear curtain sync flash shot with slow exposure to 

give impression of light trails behind a moving 

Martin Turner

99 Tethered shot from a computer with full control Martin Turner

100 Infinite cove background shot of a person or large 

object

Martin Turner


